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MINIATURE 
 
If you grew up with a dollhouse, that’s one more 
thing for which you have the Victorians to thank!  
Victorians didn’t invent dollhouses, of course.  But 
prior to this era, doll houses and doll furniture were 
strictly an adult phenomenon.  In the 17th and 18th 
century, miniature or “baby” houses were often 
expensive copies of a person’s own home, with 
furniture hand-made by actual carpenters. 
Miniature furniture was also crafted specifically to 

show what types of full-scale furniture a carpenter could produce.  
  It was the Victorians who developed the notion of a “doll” house as, indeed, a house for dolls—and a children’s 
toy.  Even then, as anyone who has ever enjoyed a Victorian dollhouse in a museum will know, dollhouses existed 
in two separate worlds.  There were dollhouses for children, and there were, still, dollhouses made for and by adults, 
with elegant hand-made furniture that no child would ever be allowed to touch. 
 Such was the dollhouse that took up a very large part of our living-room when I was growing up. (That’s it, in the 
photo.) It was crafted by my grandmother, theoretically for my mother to play with as a child.  But like so many fine 
Victorian dollhouses (and my grandmother was nothing if not Victorian in many of her attitudes), it soon evolved 
into one of those hand-crafted marvels that small children were kept firmly away from.  The house itself was built 
from the wood of fruit-crates, and as far as I know, every piece of furniture was hand-made.  Fabrics were taken from 
some of our most precious garments, including my grandmother’s wedding gown.   
 Throughout most of my recollection, my grandmother was constantly adding bits to the dollhouse.  It was often 
put on display at events like our grammar school carnival, or at the children’s hospital, which inspired her to keep 
adding new little touches.  Many of the paintings on the walls were done by my grandfather, who was an artist.  The 
maid’s bedroom in the upstairs attic includes sheets made from real Egyptian cotton—fabric sent to me as a small 
child by my mother when she was visiting Egypt.  (Long story, don’t ask.)  A hairbrush in the master bedroom was 
filed down from a small toothbrush, and sat next to a string of seed-bead “pearls.”  I can remember watching my 
grandmother put the finishing touches on a loveseat upholstered in creamy naugahyde—and embellished with dozens 
of tiny nails to look just like the real thing. 
 At one point in my childhood, the family decided the dollhouse needed serious renovations.  The exterior walls 
were re-finished with “stones” cut from sandpaper, and a duck-pond was added that was made from a Tissot drop 
candy container, covered with tiny (real) stones.  The entire house was wired for light with a string of ancient 
Christmas tree lights. 
 When the dollhouse was meant to be displayed, there would be a grand “laying out” on the dining-room table of 
all the furnishings, dishes, decorations, etc. that it would contain while on exhibit.  Most of the time, however, these 
lovely items were kept in boxes in a closet.  Like so many elegant Victorian dollhouses, these furnishings were never 
really meant to be played with by small, clumsy child hands.  There was, however, another reason to keep the 
dollhouse unfurnished while it was “in residence” in our living-room, and that was simply that we kids weren’t the 
only ones who loved it. Our cats thought it was made just for them, every room being just a perfect size for a cat.  
One could often look in through the diamond-paned windows and see blue Siamese eyes looking back out.   
 Today, the dollhouse industry still mirrors that Victorian and pre-Victorian style, with hand-made furniture and 
décor fetching incredible prices at dollhouse stores and trade shows.  But like so many people who grew up with a 
dollhouse, I still find it far more enjoyable to make my own pieces, even if they’re just cobbled together from 
matchboxes! 
 

 —Moira Allen 
 editors@victorianvoices.net 
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